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Abstract
Examining Revenue Management Practices
in Las Vegas Casino Resorts
By
Arun Tanpanuwat
Dr. Mehmet Erdem, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Hotel Management
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The overall goal of this study was to examine Revenue Management (RM)
practices in Las Vegas casino resorts. A great deal of research has been done
on RM in the hospitality industry. The academic research has examined RM in
hospitality in general, but not specifically in casino resorts, which gain their
revenue from both rooms and resort amenities. Moreover, the academic
literature often show high-level mathematic-based solutions or statistical
applications, but not necessarily pragmatic techniques for practitioners. This
qualitative study investigates the extent to which the essential fundamentals of
any RM system are implemented successfully by casino RM professionals and
managers who work closely on RM.
The study relies on in-depth interviews with casino RM professionals and
academic professors who specialize in the field, as well as observation. It finds
that essential key functions for RM practices for both traditional hotel and casino
resorts are similar. However, for the gaming industry, especially for Las Vegas
casino resorts, customer segmentation is the key. The resorts pay much more
attention to customer valuation, because longer-staying guests may not yield
iii

higher gaming value or overall revenue if the managers failed to allocate rooms
to the right segments. It also finds that strategic pricing in the Las Vegas gaming
industry differed from the hotel industry, and identifies key skill sets sought for
RM professionals in the casino resort industry.
Keywords: revenue management, revenue management education,
hospitality industry, casino resorts, gaming industry, qualitative study
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The recent world economic crisis has had a great direct impact on the
hospitality industry, especially on major casino resorts in Las Vegas. Statistics
compiled by the Center for Gaming Research (2011), shown in Figure 1, illustrate
the trend in total revenue in Las Vegas Strip casino resorts with gaming revenue
over $1 million. It is evident that the gaming revenue and total revenue have
increased consistently from 1984 to the peak period in 2007. Thereafter, the
numbers dropped noticeably as a result of the world economic recession.

Figure 1. Annual comparison of total revenue statistics in Las Vegas Strip casino
resorts with gaming revenue of more than $1,000,000. Data from the Center for
Gaming Research (2011).
The recession also caused a negative impact on tourism trends, which
devastated average daily rate (ADR) for all properties in the Las Vegas market.
ADR dropped 29.6% between 2007 and 2009, and the occupancy rates fell from
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90.4% in 2007 to 81.5% in 2009. Moreover, the number of travelers fell 7.4%
over that period, from 39.2 million travelers in 2007 to 36.3 million travelers in
2009. In addition, spending on gaming and non-gaming activities per individual
fell (Eadington, Wells, & Gossi, 2011).
There is no doubt that, in 2011, many properties in Las Vegas are still
struggling to maintain sufficient minimum consolidated revenue—the level of
sales volume at which total revenues equal total costs (Schmidgall, 2006) —in
order to cover total costs. Others have gradually adapted a short term strategy
by changing in prices to influence tourism’s demand and spending to the
situation while hoping for the U.S. economy to bounce back soon (Eadington et
al., 2011).
In response to the challenges presented by the deep recession, falling
consumer consumption (Butscher, Vidal, & Dimier, 2009), and significant
increases in competition and advanced sophisticated technology (Kimes, 2010),
companies need to respond quickly. The goal is to improve future sustainability
of revenue opportunity, and to meet that goal, casino resort revenue managers
will need to be more knowledgeable and to have a clearer understanding of the
criticality of revenue management (RM).
Problem Statement
Nowadays, revenue management is a popular concept in the hospitality
industry, but there is no common conventional format of practicing RM in the
gaming industry, especially for Las Vegas. Since it is the entertainment capital of
the world after repositioning itself in the 1980s, Las Vegas mega-resorts have
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developed extremely high depreciation and opportunity cost of accommodation
(Hendler & Hendler, 2004). In fact, Las Vegas began to suffer from severe
overbuilding and excess capacity, while still facing the economic crisis. Thus,
there is a need for more information and research regarding the perceptions of
revenue managers and RM practices of casino resorts. Findings from this
research may help casino revenue managers position their respective
organizations to respond promptly to recovery as the economy rebounds.
Purpose of the Study
Researchers such as Yeoman and McMahon-Beattie (2011), Kimes (2010),
Cullen and Helsel (2006), and Norman and Mayer (1997) have recommended
that there are certain essential fundamentals to any RM system that impact RM
performance. This study combines their decisive conclusions into a single list of
the vital elements needed for casino RM in Las Vegas, and then investigates the
extent to which these elements are implemented successfully by casino RM
professionals and managers who are the key decision makers of overall RM
strategy.
The overall goal of this study is to examine, identify, and establish the
importance of RM practices in Las Vegas casino resorts, with two purposes in
mind. The first is to review the principles of RM in order to understand the rules
comprehensibly and know how to successfully adapt them to best fit in the casino
resorts’ environment. The second purpose is to discover the underlying
dimensions of successful practical implementation of RM and to explore casino
resorts’ perceived challenges of RM. The results of this study may increase our
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understanding and knowledge of the best RM practices in Las Vegas casino
resorts. The study summarizes the differentiation of the essential key functions
in RM practices between traditional hotels and casino resorts. This approach
can help RM managers by identifying ways to regain revenue and further
potential growth, as well as the factors that drive the companies’ performance.
Research Questions
The present study was designed to provide a better understanding of best RM
practices in Las Vegas casino resorts. Thus, this study will address the following
research questions:
1. What are the differences between RM in traditional hotels and RM in
casino resorts? What is the status quo of RM implementation in Las
Vegas casino resorts?
2. What are the critical criteria used for RM practices in Las Vegas casino
resorts? What factors play an important role in the successful
implementation of RM in Las Vegas?
3. Which skill sets and education are perceived to be important for being
a successful revenue manager, especially for Las Vegas casino
resorts?
Assertions
In an attempt to clarify innovative RM techniques among casino resort
companies and the industry acceptance of RM, the study proposes that there are
three Assertions derived from the research questions:
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1. The essential key functions for RM practices in both traditional hotels and
casino resorts are alike; however, the statistics used for the financial
measurement of RM performance are different.
2. Factors that play an important role in the success of RM in Las Vegas
include advanced RM systems, strategic forecasting, 4Ps strategies, and
the knowledge of managers in RM.
3. Desired skill sets for a revenue manager include analytical skills,
hotel/casino operations background, leadership skills, and a university
degree.
Expected Contribution of the Study
This study could enhance knowledge, acceptance, understanding, and
identification of best uses of RM practices for Las Vegas casino resorts.
Previous research literature on this subject identified only the best practices in
RM for the hotel industry as a whole. This makes it difficult to identify and
investigate the key issues that shape the RM practices in casino resorts for future
studies, especially given the uniqueness of the Las Vegas market. Moreover, the
majority of research on this topic often shows high-level mathematics-based
solutions or statistical applications, but not necessarily pragmatic techniques that
are easy to implement. Zikmund, Babin, Carr, and Griffin (2010) suggest that
qualitative approaches are appropriate to elaborate an understanding of
phenomena without depending on numerical measurement. This study relies on
qualitative approaches, and, therefore, the nature of this study is exploratory.
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This study derives its primary data by means of in-depth interviews and direct
observation. Part of the direct observation comes through the researcher’s dayto-day on-site interactions over almost two years with the RM teams at Las
Vegas casino resorts, as well as his personal experience of nearly 10 years in
the hotel industry. The study potentially reveals some key issues and concerns
faced by revenue managers. Moreover, the study has provided a detailed
account of actual events and people’s encounters on a daily basis with possible
solutions to a variety of RM problems in many areas of the casino industry.
Zikmund et al. (2010) also support that “the major advantage of direct
observation is that the data is free from distortions, inaccuracies, or other
response biases due to memory error, social desirability bias, and so on” (p.
241). By using direct observation and qualitative inquiry, this study could help
researchers, educators, RM practitioners, and vendors to have a better
understanding of the Las Vegas RM landscape.
Definitions of Key Terms
4Ps: Marketing Mix: “Combination of marketing elements used in the sale of a
particular product. The marketing elements center around four distinct functions,
sometimes called the Four Ps: product, price, place (of distribution), and
promotion” (“Marketing Mix,” 2011, para. 1).
CRM: “Customer relationship management systems: Absent a CRM system,
customer segmentation can also contribute to getting closer to the ability to do
one-on-one marketing and revenue management” (Cullen & Helsel, 2006, p. 12).
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EBITDA: “Earning before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization; A
metric used to show a company’s profitability, but not its cash flow. Often used
for corporate valuation purposes by applying a multiple derived from comparable
companies that sold” (“Earnings before,” 2011, para. 1)
Opportunity cost: “Cost of foregoing the best alternative opportunity in a
decision making situation involving several alternatives” (Schmidgall, 2006, p.
293).
Revenue: “The amount charged to customers in exchange for goods and
services” (Schmidgall, 2006, p. 113).
ROI: “Return on investment is a financial ratio that compares the amount of
income derived from an investment with the cost of investment” (“Return on
Investment,” 2011, para. 1).
Organization of the Thesis
The results of this study will be reported as follows:
•

Chapter 1 presents the problem statement, purpose of the study,
research questions, assertions, and contribution of this study.

•

Chapter 2 provides a review of prior research on RM

•

Chapter 3 describes the research methodology used in this research.

•

Chapter 4 presents the analysis and results.

•

Chapter 5 concludes the study and discusses the implications along
with the limitation of this study and provides recommendations for the
future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Definition of Revenue Management
In the hotel industry, revenue management (RM), also known as yield
management (YM) (Kimes, 1989), is the application of combining the art and
science of predicting individual consumer behavior in the market in order to sell
the right room to the right buyer at the right time for the correct price by using the
best match of distribution channels (Cullen & Helsel, 2006). The application of
RM is essentially based on the fundamental economic concept of supply and
demand, but encompasses the use of new advanced technology (Cullen &
Helsel, 2006). Cross (1997) outlines the role of RM as a micro-management tool
that implements tactics that forecast buyer behavior at the micro-market level,
which leads to maximizing the availability of product and price to optimize the
revenue improvement.
RM in the lodging industry can be described as using a combination of
present and historical data in conjunction with RM automated systems to improve
the hotel’s ability to retain customer demand and increase revenue (Cullen &
Helsel, 2006). Within the hotel industry, RM practices are normally applied due
to five conditions: limited capacity, market segmentation and advance purchase
of service, future demand being uncertain, perishable products, and cost and
pricing structure (Guadix, Cortes, Onieva, & Munuzuir, 2010).
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History of RM in the Hotel Industry
The principles of RM have been used in the hospitality industry for many
years. Hotel managers have long implemented certain restrictions on bookings,
regulating volume by controlling discounted rates for specific dates, and adjusting
those rates manually during low and high seasons according to personal
judgment, intuition, and decisions made from subsequent data. However, the
current use of RM has been adapted from the airlines industry. This influence is
described by Orkin (1988), who reveals the advantage of using RM in the lodging
industry by focusing on the yield statistic, which is known today as RevPAR
(Revenue Per Available Room). This statistic for measuring performance is a
combination of room revenue and occupancy (Anderson & Xie, 2010). Moreover,
Anderson and Xie (2010) also show the development of RM in research
chronologically, shown in Table 1, its specific use over the years, and how it has
emerged to be today’s RM. “Its proven techniques are perfectly aligned to help
companies understand consumer demand and make more accurate and
profitable decisions relative to inventory, pricing, procurement, and
merchandising. RM is evolving from merely an inventory control function to an
integrated strategic capability” (Yeoman & McMahon-Beattie, 2011, p. xviii).
In the hotel industry, Marriott International was one of the leaders in
implementing RM techniques. By providing its guests with various rate levels
and allocating a number of rooms to be sold at each rate level, Marriott produced
an increase in revenue. Marriott International was able to achieve greater
revenue growth, from $150 million to $200 million in 2000. By utilizing the RM
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Table 1
The Advance of RM Research through Chronological Listing
Year
1988

Author(s)

Revenue Management (RM) Title(s)

Orkin and

Boosting Your Bottom Line with Yield Management

Lefever

The Gentle Art of Overbooking

Relihan

The Yield-Management Approach to Hotel-Room Pricing

Kimes

The Basics of Yield Management

Lambert, Lambert, and Cullen

The Overbooking Question: A Simulation

1990

Dunn and Brooks

Profit Analysis: Beyond Yield Management

1992

Hanks, Cross, and Noland

Discounting in the Hotel Industry: A New Approach

1993

Lieberman

Debunking the Myths of Yield Management

1994

Kimes

Perceived Fairness of Yield Management

1995

Weatherford

Length of Stay Heuristics: Do They Really Make a Difference?

1997

Cross

Launching the Revenue Rocket: How RM Can Work for Your Business

1998

Orkin

Wishful Thinking and Rocket Science: The Essential Matter of
Calculating Unconstrained Demand for RM

1999

Quain, Sansbury, and Quinn

Revenue Enhancement, Part 3: Picking Low-Hanging Fruit—A Simple
Approach to Yield Management

2001

Weatherford, Kimes, and Scott

Forecasting for Hotel RM: Testing Aggregation against Disaggregation

2002

Toh and Dekay

Hotel Room-Inventory Management: An Overbooking Model

2004

Schwartz and Cohen

Hotel RM Forecasting: Evidence of Expert Judgment Bias

2006

Choi

Group RM: A Model for Evaluating Group Profitability

2007

Rohlfs and Kimes

Customers’ Perceptions of Best Available Hotel Rates

2009

Cross, Higbie, and Cross

RM’s Renaissance: A Rebirth of the Art and Science of Profitable
Revenue Generation

1989

Note. Adapted from Cross, R. G., Higbie, J. A., & Cross, D. Q. (2009), Revenue management's
renaissance: A rebirth of the art and science of profitable revenue generation. Cornell Hospitality
Quarterly, 50(1), p. 55.
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techniques successfully, Marriott was able to offer a wider range of room rates of
similar products with specific conditions, such as specific dates and no refund for
advance bookings, to target customers and stabilize supply and demand; it
became the standard operating procedure for other hotels throughout the
industry (Cross, Higbie, & Cross, 2009). Overall, RM adapted the execution of
management techniques in the hotel industry to balance supply and demand and
increase revenue.
Principles of RM Practices in the Hotel Industry
Hotel managers are implementing RM practices by balancing supply and
demand to improve hotel performance on a daily level. Appropriate forecasts
lead to successful pricing, which drives the target customers to buy. Maximizing
potential revenue for the company is the goal for all practitioners. Several
conditions of business that make the use of RM suitable to the lodging industry
are as follows:
•

perishable inventory,

•

high fixed costs or sunk costs,

•

fixed capacity,

•

advance purchase of service/product,

•

and uncertain demand/seasonal demand.

Those primary conditions, summarized in Figure 2, are the factors that influence
RM to operate, and existing literature provides different approaches to applying
the fundamentals of RM to cater to different needs. Therefore, the implications
from the authors, as presented in Figure 2, are apparently related to each other
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Factors influence on
RM to operate

RM Authors
Hayes & Miller (2011)

Perishable
inventory

Suggested essential key
functions for RM
• Forecasting demand
• Inventory and pricing
management
• Distribution channel
management
• Evaluation of RM

Cross, Higbie, & Cross
(2009)

Subsets of essential key
functions for RM

Forecasting
demand

• Optimizing price
• Understanding customers'
willingness to pay
• Market positioning
• Optimal group pricing
• Managing the entire revenue
stream

High fixed
costs or
sunk costs

Pricing &
inventory

• Advances in performance
measurement
• Customer-centric RM
• Enterprise demand planning
Fixed
capacity

Cullen & Helsel (2006)

Market
segmentation

• Understanding the market
• Market segmentation
• Demand forecasting
• Strategic forecast
• Strategic pricing

Distribution
channel

• Inventory control strategies
• Performance analysis
Advance
purchase of
service/product

Uncertain
demand/ or
& seasonal
demand

Vinod (2004)

• Pricing
• Product distribution
• Market segmentation
• Inventory pooling and
booking control
• Demand and supply
forecasting

Yeoman & McMahonBeattie (2004)

RM
evaluation

• Market segmentation
• Price management
• Demand forecasting
• Availability, and or capacity
management
• Reservation negotiation

Cross (1997)

• Focus on price rather than
costs
• Market-based pricing
• Forecast at the micro market
levels
• Sell to segmented micro
markets
• Save products for most
valuable customers
• Evaluate success

Figure 2. Summary of suggested essential key functions to RM practices.
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to some degree. In addition, to precisely investigate and present the principles of
RM, the subset of essential key functions, such as the importance of forecast
demand, price and inventory, market and customer segmentation, and
distribution channel and RM evaluation, are summarized by the researcher of this
study.
Forecasting demand. A good characteristic of RM is accurate demand
forecasting. When demand forecasting in the inventory allocation process is
improved, more accurate forecasts convert directly into increased revenue as
higher average rates per customer. Prices can be fixed or variable, and the
length can be predictable or unpredictable (Weatherford, Kimes, & Scott, 2001).
Cullen and Helsel (2006) also indicate that RM decisions on prices, capacity
availability, and policies should be based on accurate demand forecasts.
To control demand, variable pricing is theoretically a basic procedure.
Discounts can be used at off-peak hours for all customers or variable pricing can
be used to provide price discounts to specific types of customers. The duration
control is more difficult to manage but can improve the effectiveness of RM. If
duration control is utilized, this will help managers predict such needed
information as length of service, which will in turn take full advantage of the
overall revenue through all time periods rather than just during peak periods
(Weatherford, et al., 2001).
According to Hayes and Miller (2011), to measure the effective demand
forecasts, RM practitioners utilize historical, current, and future data to project
periods of 100% or more in occupancy of room demand, to identify periods of low
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demand, and to advance selling strategies to achieve better performance.
“Understanding a hotel’s past performance is one of the best ways to make good
decisions about future performance” (Hayes & Miller, 2011, p. 167). Figure 3
presents data types that contribute to accurate forecasting of demand. Insight
entails the competent analysis of what each data type illustrates.

Figure 3. Four components of effective demand forecast. Adapted from Hayes,
D. K., & Miller, A. A. (2011). Revenue management for the hospitality industry.
Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., p.167.

Once the forecast is generated, the revenue manager can decide on whether
or not the hotel should maximize or minimize demand. Ideally, the optimization
of demand is the heart of a hotel RM (Mehrotra & Ruttley, 2003).
Pricing practice and inventory control. The key ability to use pricing
strategy in RM is to segment customers based on different characteristics, such
as needs, business restrictions, and willingness to pay. Pricing dynamics can be
14

measured by the change in sales resulting from a change in price. Among
general buyers who are more elastic to price change, this may result in a
significant shift in demand. However, business guests are less elastic, meaning
a small change in rates will usually cause a small demand shift (Vinod, 2004).
Another study by Cross et al. (2009) shows that the relationship between
price and demand is easy to understand but difficult to measure. There are
many dimensions within the booking decision. First, it is difficult to separate the
non-price drivers of demand (such as seasons and days of the week) from the
booking behavior of guests. Second, price reaction should be calculated at a
particular location at a specific point in time to be accurate. Third, guests’
arrivals and booking dates add to the difficulty of this formula in determining the
pricing structure. The willingness to pay can be determined by how far in
advance the bookings are made before the arrival date, compared with the lastminute bookings. The further out the booking, the more price-sensitive the guest
is. There is a relationship between price and demand, and that is where price
optimization is used to determine when to raise or lower prices.
Pricing is a challenge for all hotel practitioners. Dynamic practices in strategic
pricing are important to the RM cycle and the company’s revenue performance.
When developing a pricing strategy, hotel managers need to consider some of
the internal factors, which are shown in Table 2, and external factors, which are
evidenced in Table 3, in order to support the pricing decisions. Also, pricing
decisions require some components be addressed, such as providing flexibility,
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Table 2
Internal Factors to Consider When Developing a Pricing Strategy
Internal Factors

Supporting Reasons

Financial goals

This is to be used as a guideline or as a review comparison to
determine whether the hotel will meet its financial goals with the
established pricing strategy.

Physical and service
products

Determine value based on the product and services offered by the
hotels.

Customer appeal

Determine value based on the product and services offered by the
hotels.

Historical performance

How has the hotel done in the past?

Note. Adapted from Cullen, K., & Helsel, C. (2006). Defining revenue management: Top line to
bottom line. McLean, VA: Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International Foundation,
p. 45.

Table 3
External Factors to Consider When Developing a Pricing Strategy
External Factors

Supporting Reasons

Market conditions

What are the current supply and demand factors?

Hotel's competitive
positioning

Where does the hotel stand in comparison to the competition?

Pricing position

The hotel must determine if it will be a price leader or follower and
how this position may or may not change by season or as product
changes. When competing hotels decrease their prices, hotel
managers typically feel pressure to drop their own prices in order to
maintain parity with their competitors and avoid losing demand share.

Competitor activity

Competitor pricing can have an effect on both a hotel's demand and
on the market's perception of the value of its rates.

Target clients

Customer price sensitivity.

Long-term strategic plans

Ensure that the pricing strategy is focused on long-term benefits
versus short-term gain.

New product entry

Are there any new entrants that may have an impact on hotel pricing?

Note. Adapted from Cullen, K., & Helsel, C. (2006). Defining revenue management: Top line to
bottom line. McLean, VA: Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International Foundation,
p. 46.
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considering the need for promotional offers throughout the year, creating
appropriate pricing levels for all segments, being dynamic for the specific needs
by the day of the week, and considering customer loyalty. These best pricing
techniques need to apply to all channels, such as hotels’ websites and third party
websites, as well as the hotel’s reservation agents.
Controlling inventory is one of the important practices in RM because it
determines the availability of the capacity and how much each room should be
rated to sell. Stay control practice, as shown in Table 4, is the most common

Table 4
Some of the Most Common Stay Controls
Stay Control

How tool is used

Open

Free sell. No restriction on availability.

Closed

No availability is for sale.

No arrival or closed to
arrival (CTA)

No arrivals are allowed on a particular day/date. This is to extend
bookings into the surrounding dates or only accept lengths of stay
that will include one or more of the shoulder dates

No departure/ closed to
departure

No reservations are accepted that depart on a particular day/date.

Maximum length of stay
(MaxLOS)

Restricts stays to a maximum time period. This may be applied
when the goal is to restrict a discounted rated or package
availability.
Requires stays for a specific time period. This is applied during
periods when occupancy of one or more nights surrounding a high
demand night is low. (Note: Some systems read this stay control
differently, and it only impacts arrival dates that touch this
restriction.)
Specific numbers of rooms are allotted to be sold. The total
allocated does not have to equal hotel capacity.

Minimum length of stay
(MLOS)

Allocations

Note. Adapted from Cullen, K., and Helsel, C. (2006). Defining revenue management: Top line to
bottom line. McLean, VA: Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International Foundation,
p. 50.
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inventory control strategy that can utilize the high demand period by closing the
shorter stay and lower rate patterns to achieve greater profits for the hotel.
This method is very complex and should be used only with complete
understanding of the process and outcome (Cullen & Helsel, 2006). While
several researchers present various techniques that can be used to control room
inventory, the main focus of each is to keep each available room for the customer
who is likely to pay the most for it (Caneen, 1997).
Caneen (1997) also explains that the optimal allocation of room inventory has
four approaches: threshold pricing, rate class, expert system, and optimal
allocation through the use of mathematical programming, such as linear
programming, nonlinear programming, and probabilistic programming. These
approaches, except the threshold pricing technique, require more computer
power and sophisticated programming to accomplish the manager’s decision
making. Thus, the most common technique used in optimal allocation of room
inventory for the hotel industry is threshold pricing. This method allows hotels to
segment demand forecasts to verify the optimal mix of buyers for a specific day.
For instance, Table 5 shows the sample of segment allocation for a hotel that has
100 rooms.
The table shows Group 1, which is the highest-rate segment, has a demand
of 30 rooms; Group 2, which is the next highest-rate segment, has a demand of
50 rooms; Group 3, which is the lower-rate segment, has a demand of 70 rooms;
and Group 4, which is the lowest-rate segment, has a demand of
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Table 5
Sample Segment Allocation
Demand

Allocation

Group 1

Group

30

30

Group 2

50

50

Group 3

70

20

Group 4

90

0

Note. Adapted from Caneen, J. M. (1997). Yield management and its practical applications in
hotels. (Master’s thesis), p. 32. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations and Theses. (UMI No.
1387120).

90 rooms. While the lowest-rate segment is likely to reserve rooms first, the goal
is to allocate the available rooms to segments that pay higher prices by using
tactical price decisions combined with RM techniques, such as stay control
tactics.
Market segmentation. Segmentation is an important component of RM
application. Cullen and Helsel (2006) indicate that there are two levels of
segmentation for RM strategy: The first level is to differentiate between rooms
sold to groups and individuals. The second level is to detach room reservations
by traveling purposes, such as business or leisure. This separation of the market
is called sub-segments, which involve purposely developing and customizing
specific drivers of demand in the market. However, within the hotel industry, the
practitioners may have different views on how to define market segments, such
as based on the purpose of the travelers or the method of the bookings that were
utilized. Overall, each practice of market segments will result in marketing
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strategies and programs of the hotels as evidenced in Figure 4, such as pricing,
promotion, distribution, and sales strategies.

Figure 4. Market analysis and segmentation. Adapted from Shoemaker, S.,
Lewis, R., & Yesawich, P. (2007). Marketing leadership in hospitality and tourism
(4th ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Education, Inc., p. 342.

Another common technique used to segment hotel customers in RM is by the
time of booking. This application has been adopted directly from the airline
practice. Customers who are price sensitive may plan and book
accommodations early in order to get the lowest price possible, and they are
willing to adjust their travel plans. However, people who must suddenly travel
are willing to pay a higher rate (Caneen, 1997). Implicit in this technique is that
managers need to know when and how to allocate and to price rooms
accordingly in order to sell to them to a higher-rate segment.
20

Distribution channel. McGuire and Pinchuk (2009) explain that different
costs in distribution channels attract differently valued customers. Third-party
Internet bookings charge a higher commission than a company’s website, which
may lead these customers to be less loyal to the brand. In fact, a rapid
expansion of online distribution has directly impacted the industry both in positive
and negative ways. Online distribution helps hotels promote their products
worldwide immediately; on the other hand, it only provides enough information for
buyers to compare prices on their preferred products in the same market. The
major online agents are Expedia, Hotels.com, Orbitz, and Travelocity. Their
business practices involve negotiating rooms at massively discounted rates that
they can then mark up and sell. This application works to draw in the major hotel
chains to participate because the hotels can diminish the possibility of empty
rooms, although, the effect of this practice is profit erosion (Vinod, 2004). Also,
the variable cost of a booking through those online travel agents can vary from
less than $1 to $35 (Choi & Kimes, 2002).
Having an efficient distribution strategy becomes a very critical part of RM,
and the industry apparently realizes the importance of knowing costs and profits
by all distribution channels; however, many practitioners in many hotels not only
do not know what their costs are by channel, but also do not know how to
calculate them. Besides, many hoteliers do not always have intelligible strategy
of how they can increase their desired segmented customer by distributing the
products in the appropriate channels. Without good strategy, hotels will lose the
opportunity to optimize revenue (Cullen & Helsel, 2006).
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RM evaluation. Evaluating RM is necessary, because it helps determine the
quality of the data, accuracy of the practicing methods, and ROI (Vinod, 2004).
To measure the effectiveness of RM, qualified practitioners should monitor the
statistics of spoilage, over-sales, occupancy, ADR, RevPAR, turndowns, and
closing rate. For future statistics, managers should always monitor advance
bookings and forecast expected occupancy, ADR, and RevPAR. The common
statistics used appraise the overall performance (Vinod, 2004).
Table 6 shows the detailed examination of the primary financial measures of
RM performance that revenue managers should know or have knowledge of in
order to make accurate forecasting, pricing and inventory, and distribution
channel management decisions.
Cullen and Helsel (2006) suggest that knowing what went wrong from past
results helps to remind managers to improve and adjust future strategies, yet not
to repeat the mistake. By exercising the performance analysis, the hotel will
continue to get insight on how to achieve higher initiative and performance and
will become more successful in the future.
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Table 6
Lodging Revenue Paradox.
Hotel
Revenue
Paradox

Measures

Relevant Formula

Occupancy %

Proportion of rooms sold

Total occupied rooms ÷ of available rooms x
%

ADR

Rate at which rooms were
sold

Total room revenue ÷ # of rooms sold

RevPAR

Rooms revenue generated
per available room

Total room revenue ÷ # of available rooms

Total RevPAR

Total revenue generated
per available room

Total (rooms + nonrooms) revenue ÷ # of
available rooms

RevPOR

Room revenue generated
per occupied room

Total room revenue ÷ # occupied rooms

Total RevPOR

Total revenue generated
per occupied room

Total (rooms + nonrooms) revenue ÷ #
occupied rooms

GOPPAR

GOP generated per
available room

Total revenue - Management controllable
expense ÷ # of available rooms

Flow-through

Proportion of revenue
increase converted to gross
operating profit increase

GOP this year - GOP last year ÷ Total
revenue this year - Total revenue last year

Note. Adapted from Hayes, D. K., & Miller, A. A. (2011). Revenue management for the hospitality
industry. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., p. 315.

Evolution of RM Practices in Las Vegas Casino Resorts
Economy. As reported by Gu (2001), casinos in Nevada have been hit hard
by the declining market conditions that face the U.S. gaming industry. Overexpansion of the Las Vegas Strip has caused the near saturation of the gaming
market; moreover, Las Vegas operators face tremendous competition compared
with other regions, such as the East Coast, Atlantic City, and the West Coast.
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The tense environment of recent incremental developments, such as the opening
of Cosmopolitan, City Center, and M Resort, and Hard Rock Hotel and Casino’s
development in 2009 and 2010, have put pressure on the casinos’ revenue and
profit margins. This rapid expansion of capital investment has led to concerns
throughout the Las Vegas region, because it has produced a major increase in
gaming inventory as well as lodging supply (Okada, 2010).
In addition, the recent global economic crisis has resulted in a significant
drop in consumer consumption within the Las Vegas gaming–tourism industry.
The number of visitors has historically increased year after year, especially from
2002 to 2008, but since 2009 it has continuously declined by 3.4% in
comparison to the same period in 2008, as reported by Okada (2010).
Butscher, Vidal, and Dimier (2009) indicate that the hotel industry would face a
decrease in occupancy rates from each market segment, such as corporate
travel and leisure travel. Therefore, in March 2011, Casino Journal reported
that not only the room revenue of 39 casinos on the Strip was down 7.8%, but
also the occupancy was falling from 89.5% to 88.4% from 2009, and also ADR
year-over-year decreased from $124 to $112 (“LV strip,” 2011).
Tourism industry trend. There are signs of recovery within the Las Vegas
market. The combined number of travelers as well as visitors’ spending has
risen from 2.7% in 2010 to 4.8% in 2011 (Palmer, 2011).
Although the number of air travelers has been rising, certain airlines have
made a reduction in airlift capacity. For example, U.S. Airways cut about 40% of
its flights to Las Vegas, and the routes have not been replaced by other airlines.
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Because of this reduction, airfare prices have increased, putting pressure on the
hotels to lower their rates to keep Las Vegas’ overall value enticing to the
consumers (Rothman, 2010). The new development of high-end casinos, such
as the Cosmopolitan with 3,000 rooms, affects Las Vegas operators concerned
about rates, which puts pressure on all lower market segments; however,
“Cosmopolitan will not grow the market sufficiently to offset supply”
(Rothman,2010, p.1), and this hotel will not cause any changes in the visitation
trends of Las Vegas mainly because of the airlift overriding factor and will not
influence the overall basic demand (Rothman, 2010).
Market and customer segmentations. Market segmentation begins with
customers, and it groups consumers who have similar tastes in service and
expectations. Yet, there is no perfect method to segment the market
(Shoemaker, Lewis, & Yesawich, 2007). For Las Vegas casino resorts,
customers were classified into five segments: transient, leisure, casino,
convention, and incented (Rothman, 2010). Those segments are influenced by
the RM system based on rate structure and reservation types, shown in Table 7.
Okada (2010) found that the customer segmentation in casino environment is
classified by the similarity of booking periods and occupancy. As evidenced in
Table 8, which shows the historical occupancy by segment, Las Vegas is a
weekend market. During midweek periods, the demand for guestrooms was
historically steady for convention and meeting groups. Yet, it is important to note
that the occupancy of midweek market has been declining since 2007 because of
the decrease in the number of convention attendees.
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Table 7
Casino Customer Segmentation
Five Business
Segments

Descriptions

Transient

Rack-paying customers who book hotel rooms at the published rates on
the hotels' websites

Leisure

Customers who book hotel rooms as part of a package with other
components, such as airfare

Casino

Customers given comped or reduced-rate room based on casino play

Convention

Group of attendees who attend conventions, conferences, and other
meeting activities

Incented

Customers responding to direct marketing offers

Note. Adapted from Rothman, R. (2010, October 20). Revenue management in Las Vegas: Key
takeaways and call transcript, p. 3. Retrieved from Sig Susquehanna website:
http://www.duettoconsulting.com/pdf_files/sig_call_10_20_2010.pdf

Table 8
Las Vegas Occupancy by Segment (2002-November 2009)
Las Vegas Occupancy by Segment (2002 to November 2009)
Year

Total
Occupancy
%

Hotel
Occupancy
%

Motel
Occupancy
%

Weekend
Occupancy
%

Midweek
Occupancy
%

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

84.00
85.00
88.60
89.20
89.70
90.40
86.00

88.80
89.60
92.00
91.80
93.20
94.00
89.80

60.20
60.50
68.70
72.00
65.20
64.50
57.80

91.20
92.80
95.00
95.00
94.60
94.30
89.80

80.90
81.60
85.80
86.60
87.60
88.70
84.30

Year-to-Date
Through:
Nov-08
Nov-09

87.10
82.40

91.00
86.20

58.90
50.60

90.60
89.90

85.60
79.00

Note. Adapted from Okada, S. (2010). Las Vegas Casino and Hotel Market Outlook, 2010, p. 7.
Retrieved from HVS website: http://www.hvs.com/Content/3088.pdf
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Nonetheless, Kuyumcu (2002) also suggests a legitimate idea of how
customers in a casino environment can be classified. The study shows that
customer valuation is a useful method to segment customers in casino resorts,
because most resorts offer frequent member programs to draw gaming patrons
to the casinos.
In order to identify their valuable customers, the resorts implement a tracking
system to help evaluate the value of their gamblers. The system tracks basic
information, such as demographics, betting frequency, amount of each bet,
winning profiles, and customers’ favorite slot machine or table games. In order to
clarify the process of segmenting value customers, Table 9 explains four sample

Table 9
Sample Scenarios for Customer Valuation
Level

Customer Valuation Description

1

•
•

Customer value is based on the total amount of money wagered per visit
Customer value is not discounted by how much the customer wins

2

•
•
•

Customer value is based on the total amount of money wagered per visit
Customer is tracked by type of game—machine or table game
Customer value is not discounted by how much the customer wins

3

•
•
•

Customer value is based on the total amount of money wagered per visit
Customer is tracked by type of game—machine or table player
Customer's winning profiles are monitored, and customer value is discounted
by how much the customer wins

4

•

Customer is tracked by the customer's betting frequency, dollar level per bet,
favorite slot machines and gaming tables
Customer's winning profiles are monitored, and customer value is discounted
by how much the customer wins
The probability of winning at each gaming machine or table is taken into
account to compute the customer's expected worth to the resort

•
•

Note. Adapted from Kuyumcu, A. (2002). Gaming twist in hotel revenue management. Journal of
Revenue and Pricing Management, 1(2), p. 163.
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situations for evaluating casino guests based on their gambling behaviors.
Additionally, in segmented customer valuation procedures, casino managers
must evaluate length of stay and in-room occupancy, because longer staying
guests may not yield higher gaming value, and the number of guests per in-room
occupancy contributes different value in gaming, for example, it may be best to
charge two guests sharing a room whose value is $150 each less than single
room guests with a gaming value of $200.
Competitive analysis. Shoemaker et al. (2007) explain that competition is
the practice of being different. With the development of the Internet, the way
people book everything from hotel rooms to airline tickets has changed. Travel
agents, for example, had to change the way they did business and could no
longer rely solely on commission. They had to initiate fees for transactions to
stay in business. Creative thinking is a main focus of staying ahead of the
competition. Casino hotels are constantly inventing new market procedures to
attract new customers as well as retaining current loyal guests. With the ever
increasing pressure on managers to deliver measureable performance growth,
the innovative marketing procedures are more crucial than ever.
Kotler, Bowen, and Makens (2006) also explain that competitive analysis
goes beyond service levels, cleanliness, inventory comparisons, and physical
attributes. It must extend to the members of the marketing sales department and
sales force. This will help them to extensively discuss competition and guest
preferences.
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Strategic pricing. Implementing RM techniques to the best practices in
pricing is the key to success. Most successful practitioners are able to clearly
identify their market segments, which lead them to set up different price ranges
for the products that are similar in quality for each market segment. Yet, prior to
making decisions on price to balance supply and demand, there are essential
factors for managers to consider, such as fixed cost and variable cost. Applying
different price ranges for the same product for different potential market
segments in the lodging industry becomes a risky technique, which may lead to
losing revenue when customers from high-yield market segments are displaced
over customers who have less potential in value (Harewood, 2006).
In the Las Vegas market, unlike the general lodging industry, the casino
hotels employ RM practices in a diverse way. The research of Norman and
Mayer (1997) dictate that RM has been developed slower by practitioners in
casino properties than the rest of the hotel industry. Therefore, the process of
RM adjusts rates in a certain time based on the resort occupancy forecast to
maximize revenue; however, the process may not automatically increase profits.
The study also demonstrates that Las Vegas casino managers prefer to have
high resort occupancy over high ADR with low occupancy. Referring Table 10
for example, it is likely that the RM practitioner in Las Vegas would make a
decision on picking option 3 because it would fill up the capacity with more
potential guests that may generate revenue in other centers, especially the
casino’s gaming members, who most of the time are offered complimentary
rooms and meals.
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Table 10
Hypothetical Application of YM Pricing Strategy in a 3,050-Room Las Vegas
Casino
Option

ADR

Room Occupied

Occupancy %

Revenue

1

140

1,500

49.10

$210,000

2

100

2,100

68.80

$210,000

3

70

3,000

98.30

$210,000

Note. Option 1 assumes all rooms are sold at rack rates, while options 2 and 3 assume a
blend of rates that gives the stated ADR. Adapted from Norman, E. D., & Mayer, K. J.
(1997). Yield management in Las Vegas casino hotels. Cornell Hospitality Quarterly, 38(5), p.
29.

Another implementation of pricing strategy in RM practices for casino
practitioner is bid pricing. This is a method that guarantees room inventory
allocation for the market segments where they will retain the maximum value.
This form of control allows a room to be sold only if the price surpasses the bid
price, as shown in Table 11. In addition, the bid price of a room is considered
part of the opportunity cost. With the assistance of advanced technology, the
system dictates which bookings of the guests are to be accepted or denied.
“In the example, the bid price calculated by the system is $125. The bid price
minus the daily profit value provides the segment bid. Assuming that a room rate
is rounded to the next ‘9’, segment 1 and 2 get a rate while patrons in segments
3 and 4 receive a complimentary room” (Benvenuti, 2011, p. 3).
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Table 11
Example of Profit-based Bid Price Decision by Segment
Segment

Daily Profit Value $

Bid Price $

Segment Bid $

Decision $

1
2
3
4

50
100
150
200

125
125
125
125

75
25
-25
-75

79
29
COMP
COMP

Note. Adapted from Benvenuti, M. (2011). Using SAS Enterprise Miner for resort profit
optimization: How to systematically provide individual consumers with personalized rates and
offers to unleash total profit optimization. Paper presented at SAS Global Forum, p. 3. Retrieved
from http://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings11/380-2011.pdf

Effective inventory allocation. Effectively allocating rooms is a challenge
for RM in the casino businesses. The casino managers must know the most
effective way to allocate rooms so that the segments that generate the most
revenue get the rooms. Traditional hotels try to maintain higher RevPAR and
higher rates instead of trying to increase occupancy, which may effectively lower
ADR and decrease profit margins. Casino resorts, in contrast, focus on having a
higher occupancy, because every unsold room results in decreases in not only
room revenue, but also gaming and other outlets’ revenues. For casino
business, RM practitioners must understand the combined revenues of all outlets
in order to maximize profit margin. Also, understanding the total costs—fixed,
variable, and opportunity costs—is crucial for casino managers before rooms are
given to guests complimentarily. Without a charge on any room, the casinos are
giving up on the opportunity to maximize profitability as well as room revenue
(Hendler & Hendler, 2004). In order to yield profitability, managers should
calculate the reinvestment amount, which is “the dollar figure corresponding to
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the services and products given away to a customer” (Hendler & Hendler, 2004,
p. 76). Once the reinvestment of a dollar amount on each potential customer is
determined, the total costs are identified. The RM managers must know that the
reinvestment value should be higher or equal to the total costs, which is included
in the opportunity cost, in order to effectively allocate room comps to eligible
customers. For example, a casino customer with a $1,000 ADT (average daily
theoretical revenue) is, in other words, a player who receives an offer of a room
and food and beverages (F&B) comp, based on the estimated daily spending of
that player. Assuming that a reinvestment value is 30% and $100 daily for F&B,
the calculation of the eligibility of customer for a complimentary room is as
follows.
ADT = $1000
Reinvestment percentage = 30%
Reinvestment = $1000 x 30% = $300
Reinvestment = F&B + room expense.
Therefore the maximum room expense the casino should allow for that
customer is:
Room = Reinvestment – F&B
Room = $300 - $100 = $200 (Hendler & Hendler, 2004, p. 76).
The results from the calculations dictate that the total cost of a room for
reinvesting is $200. Therefore, the casino’s player will only be eligible for a room
if his value is equal to or higher than $200. Thus, this room allocation technique
will help optimize the total revenue of the company (Hendler & Hendler, 2004).
Qualified practitioner. Knowledge of financial management and consumer
behavior are a mandatory requirement for revenue managers, since they are
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making critical decisions on room rates. The information gathering involves
discussion and negotiation between different departments throughout the tourism
industry (Law, Chan, & Goh, 2007).
Finding the right people is crucial because of the complexity of RM practices.
The discipline involved in being a revenue manager requires a strategic skill
mindset, the ability to understand customer behavior, leadership, an analytical
and detail-oriented style and the ability to manage the rapport with sales. A
strong educational background in economics and hospitality are a must, as are
good people skills (Cross et al., 2009). Kimes (2010) sets out the necessary
skills and education of revenue managers in the future, shown in Figure 5.
Additionally, the role and job duties of revenue managers are very critical
nowadays since their responsibilities impact the management of their

Figure 5. Importance of future RM characteristics. Adapted from Kimes, S. E.
(2010). The basics of yield management. Cornell Hospitality Quarterly, 30(3), p.
12.
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businesses’ income. The recruitment of a future RM professional team member
within the hospitality industry, especially for casino resorts, must maintain the
highest level of expectation. Tables 12, 13, and 14 show examples of the
position description of a RM manager in full service resorts.

Table 12
The Revenue Manager Position: Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
Position Description, Revenue Manager: Full Service Resort
Job Description:

As a revenue manager, your role is to maximize total hotel profit by obtaining
maximum room occupancy with the most profitable mix of customers by analyzing,
forecasting and managing hotel assets.

Job Requirement:

Perform in-depth analyses of key aspects of all operational areas to support tactical
and strategic hotel decision-making by senior management
Organize data sources residing in revenue management department
Collect, analyze and interpret sufficient, competent, relevant, and useful data to
provide a sound basis for strategic business decisions
Develop, maintain and enhance computer models and applications in an effort to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of all hotel analyses
Create routine and ad hoc reports as needed
Maintain competitive set pricing database, analyzing and producing reports for
executive viewing
Provide timely and relevant financial, operational and analytical expertise, in a
consulting capacity, to property-level and corporate management
Frequently facilitate weekly strategy meetings to review and discuss demand patterns,
market trends, competitive pricing and forecasts
Manage hotel room inventory in conjunction with related departments.
Maintain rate and availability across all distribution channels
Develop and maintain effective and respectful relationships with Co-Stars.
Maintain the highest level of professionalism at all times
Other duties as assigned

Preferred Education:

Degree in Business (Accounting, Finance, or Economics preferred), or Hotel
Administration

Preferred Experience:

Minimum of 3 years of revenue management or analytical experience in the hospitality
industry, gaming preferred

Preferred Skills:

Expert level skills with MS Office products, particularly Excel
Strong analytical and organizational skills required
Clear understanding of hotel revenue or inventory management
Excellent written and oral communication skills, which include being able to
comfortably sell new ideas/strategies at all levels of the organization
Knowledge of LMS, Rainmaker and the Las Vegas market a plus, but not required

Note. Adapted from “Careers.” (2011b). In The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas. Retrieved from
https://www.cosmopolitanlasvegas.com/join-our-team.aspx
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Table 13
The Revenue Manager Position: Marriott International
Position Description, Revenue Manager: Full Service Resort
Job Description:

Job Requirement:

This position is responsible for maximizing hotel revenue and profit through
analyzing, communicating, and implementing revenue strategies. Responsibilities
include marketing involvement, analyzing past and future revenue opportunities, and
performing other duties requested by CSM Lodging.
Inventory Management:
Ensure daily inventories are set appropriately based on the hotel and market
conditions
Manage the use of restrictions and over sell opportunities for current and future
dates in collaboration with group room authorizations while maintaining straight-line
availability for extended stay reservations and all brands within the portfolio
Strategic Planning:
Maintain market share by setting prices based on market conditions, competitive
analysis, and hotel turndown data
Recommend strategies for current and future peak and off peak periods based on
previous performances, market conditions, citywide activities and internal or external
compression
Participate in the decision making process of group and special corporate account
negotiation
Collect and maintain information based on turndown data along with restrictions and
strategies to report successes or failures
Prepare and participate in weekly or bi-weekly revenue management strategy
meetings leading strategy team participants into a strategic plan for current and
future dates
Forecasting and Market Segmentation:
Review hotels forecasts to aid in the determination of future strategies
Assist hotels in the completion of forecasts and yearly budget day by day processes
by lending knowledge of market and/or hotel trends or changes in business
behaviors
Monitor and work with hotels to ensure daily segmentation is accurate and up to date
and review market segmentation with hotels discussing the impact of hotel’s mix
compared to previous performances
Assist in the decision making process for potential group or contract business by
performing displacement analysis for specific time periods
Systems Accuracy:
Ensure accuracy of all systems pertaining to revenue management.
Build and maintain hotel data in brand CRS, GDS, and applicable Internet sites.
Perform periodic system audits in CRS, RMS systems, EPIC, brand RFP systems
and CMS BI Cognos reporting documents
Training/Development: As a trainer, assist in the development for new members of
revenue management team
Help to educate hotel strategy teams on key areas of revenue management and
explain sales strategies and terminology to new revenue management team
members
Ensure all attendees of strategy meetings understand the importance of
development and execution of current and future strategies which contribute to the
overall success of the hotel

Preferred Education &
Skills:

High School Diploma or GED required. Bachelor’s degree or equivalent required.
Must have working knowledge of Microsoft Excel and Word.
Must have the ability to adapt and manage multiple hotels in multiple markets.
Excellent communication skills

Preferred Experience:

4+ years experience in revenue management and system knowledge of reservations
and/or revenue management technology

Note. Adapted from “Search for career opportunities.” (2011). In Marriott. Retrieved from
https://one.mpa.hewitt.com/marriott/cws/seeker.html (registration required)
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Table 14
The Revenue Manager Position: Caesars Entertainment, Las Vegas Region
Position Description, Revenue Manager: Full Service Resort
Job Description:

The Revenue Manager position is an analytical role overseeing all pricing and
yielding decisions for a property in the Las Vegas market. The role will be
responsible for hitting hotel and gaming revenue targets and contributing to the
overall profitability of the Las Vegas region.

Job Requirement:

Produce weekly forecasts to guide pricing decisions and provide performance
visibility to senior management
Monitor booking pace and forecasts and update prices daily to ensure hotel is
booking at the correct pace and from the right channels to maximize REVPAR
Actively manage multiple sales channels and promotions
Work with marketing and distribution to drive business into need periods
Evaluate group business and set group prices to ensure all group business that is
accepted is profitable
Perform ad-hoc analysis by writing queries against several data-sources
Routinely present hotel performance to management team at Strategy Meetings

Preferred Education

Degree in one of the following areas: Finance, Economics, Mathematics, Hotel
Management, or equivalent

Preferred Skills

Must possess strong interpersonal skills; willing to work on developing and
managing key relationships across the organization
Advanced knowledge of excel required
Knowledge of basic statistical procedures: regression analysis, significance testing,
and etc.
Knowledge of SQL strongly preferred

Note. Adapted from “Careers.” (2011a). In Caesars Entertainment. Retrieved from
https://caesars.hodesiq.com/careers/job_start.asp

Advanced technology. Mourier (2009) notes that the proliferation of online
bookings via the Internet created a lifeline for the hotel industry. Because there
are so many casinos that guests can choose from, resort managers are required
to focus and maintain a competitive rate listed on the properties’ websites, which
leads to a substantial increase in sales. Moreover, the managers must now price
the product competitively to keep ahead of online competitors, which will result in
more guests for the casinos, keeping the property full and creating more profits
and a higher occupancy rate.
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With the technological advancement of RM, hotels can evaluate multiple
departments to achieve the highest earnings possible with the least amount of
loss. Kimes (2010) shows that focusing on routine analysis does not allow
managers to pay much attention to the strategic implications of RM, but with the
advanced technology of the system, managers gain the valuable time needed to
make more profit-related decisions for the hotel. Advanced technology will force
further changes in RM practices in the near future.
Example of RM advanced technology usage. In general, a hotel increases
room revenue, but a casino resort maximizes the sum of room and gaming
revenue (Kuyumcu, 2002). Against the background of what causes changes in
RM to make the Las Vegas market unique, the case of the “Killer Application of
Revenue Management” by Harrah’s Cherokee Casino and Hotel was undertaken
to be the prime example. Because there has been little research available about
the advanced RM technology application for casino resorts, to showcase the
success of the significant application, the Harrah’s Cherokee Casino’s RM
systems differ from the RM systems of the hotel industry in general. In fact, its
systems employed essential foundation practices of RM that can be applied to
the gaming industry, such as pricing, forecast demand, observing customer
behavior, segmenting the market based on customer willingness to pay, and
capacity allocation (Metters et al., 2008).
The key focus of the Cherokee Casino study, as evidenced in Figure 6, was
to propose the best practices and decision making on RM.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the typical RM process illustrates key tasks. Adapted
from Metters, R., Queenan, C., Ferguson, M., Harrison, L., Higbie, J., Ward, S.,
et al. (2008), The “killer application” of revenue management: Harrah’s Cherokee
Casino & Hotel. Interfaces, 38(3), p. 164.

Observing customer behavior. As it is partnered with Harrah’s, the
Cherokee Casino has the privilege to utilize the customer membership program,
“Total Rewards” card program, which records the casinos’ customers’ gambling
activities. The members of Harrah’s program have a strong incentive to use their
Total Rewards cards because they receive complimentary or discounted rooms,
meals, casino chips, and other services and amenities based on their wagers
(points). Harrah’s customers like this program because the more they spend on
gambling, the more complimentary benefits they are offered. At the Cherokee
Casino, the casino is able to track about 83% of the money spent from its
members. Moreover, Harrah’s being the largest gaming company worldwide, the
company is able to track 27 million reward program members and 76% of the
gambling revenue of particular individuals. The Cherokee Casino carries about
98.6% occupancy throughout the year from January to November, and on most
weekends offers nearly 100% of its rooms complimentary to reward program
members. Thus, the ADR of the casino is approximately $6 per night. The
Cherokee Casino’s ADR seems to surprise the others hotels in the industry since
the hotels try to increase ADR and RevPAR and not decrease them. The
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revenue strategy of the Cherokee Casino is different from other hotels because
the casino looks at the total amount a customer spends. Despite the fact that the
rooms are offered complimentary to the casino’s members, the Cherokee Casino
still generates $565 from individuals per night on average (Metters et al., 2008).
With the tracking system, the Cherokee Casino is able to analyze the
popularity of the slot machines as well as the time of the day that customers are
spending. This leads to more accuracy in marketing development and revenue
optimization for the casino (Metters et al., 2008). Also, Hendler and Hendler
(2004) explain that customer relationship management (CRM) is important for
gaming environment because it helps to identify customers’ preferences and
needs in order for casinos to build up a strong customer relationship. Now
casinos in Las Vegas are combining CRM with RM to track customer behavior in
order to determine value of individual customer and allocate resources
effectively.
Customer segmentation with RM system. For the Cherokee Casino, the
Total Reward program evaluates the value of each member so that the standard
approach of segmented hotels’ customer, such as business or leisure, is
unnecessary.
The Cherokee Casino uses a 10 customer-segment based on expected
gaming losses as evidenced in [Table 15], which it calculates by
multiplying historical “coin-in”—the amount of money wagered—by the
house percentage. For purposes of segmentation, whether a customer
wins or loses money does not matter—only the amount that the customer
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gambles. CS0 is the highest gambling segment that the Cherokee Casino
uses. Patrons in this segment have an expected gambling loss of over
$1,000 per night. Correspondingly, CS1 patrons have expected gambling
losses ranging from $800 to $999 per night. The lowest-level gamblers
are in segment CS8. Segment CS9 is for potential customers who are not
in the database (Metter et al., 2008, p. 165).

Table 15
The Customer Segmentation Scheme

Segment

Expected
wagering
profit ($)

Unconstrained
room demand

Demand
override

Rooms
allocated

Current
sold

Bid price
$

CS0
CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4
CS5
CS6
CS7
CS8
CS9

≥ 1,000
800-999
600-799
400-599
300-399
200-299
100-199
50-99
0-50
Unknown

119
128
126
122
155
168
144
103
92
45

119
128
126
150
155
168
144
103
92
45

120
122
124
138
43
0
0
0
0
0

84
75
69
79
43
0
0
0
0
0

RFB1*
RFB2*
ROC
ROC
125
225
325
375
425
450

Note. The table data (approximate) illustrates the customer-segmentation scheme; they show
Thursday data for a Friday event. *RFB1 refers to complimentary room, food, and beverage at
level 1, the best rooms and restaurants available. RFB2 refers to a lesser level of complimentary
meals. ROC indicates the "room only" in complimentary.
Adapted from Metters, R., Queenan, C., Ferguson, M., Harrison, L., Higbie, J., Ward, S., et al.
(2008), The “killer application” of revenue management: Harrah’s Cherokee Casino & Hotel.
Interfaces, 38(3), p. 165.

Forecasting demand with RM system. Unconstrained demand as shown
in Table 15 reveals an accurate customer demand for the casino that is
calculated based on historical data. This means that the demand forecast for a
particular weekend would be based on what happened on a similar period
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previous year. To get an accurate demand, the Cherokee Casino also records
its customers who were denied reservations by segment. In fact, it is practical for
the casino to keep tracking those transactions because the majority of bookings
are from its call centers and web pages, not from third-party channels (Metters et
al., 2008).
The Cherokee Casino also applies an algorithm forecast that is similar to the
Holt-Winters smoothing model to its forecasting process. The procedure
includes smoothed values for basic demand, trends of demand, day of the week,
seasonality, and special events factors (Metters et al., 2008).
Capacity allocation. Because of the effective membership program, the
Total Rewards system of Harrah’s provides the most accurate information on the
history of requested bookings from its members. The 10 customer segments
based on guests’ value also helps determine how many bookings to accept or
deny from each member class (Metters et al., 2008).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Research Design and Data Collection
This research study focuses on Revenue Management (RM) practices of the
Las Vegas casino resorts. An exploratory by design, it uses a qualitative
approach to inquire about the RM practices in casino resorts. The use of an
exploratory approach is appropriate for this study, because it aims to diagnose
current situations, screen alternatives, and discover new ideas (Zikmund, 2003).
The goals of this examination are to explain the differences between RM in
traditional hotels and casino resorts, to identify the best uses of RM practices,
and to reveal the ideal skills set of a revenue manager in Las Vegas casino
resorts. This is best done with a qualitative approach. The study is designed to
collect a wealth of information and gain insight into the RM phenomenon by
employing a combination of personal interviews and direct observation.
Structured interview. The in-depth structured interview is the most
appropriate method of data collection, because it helps researchers obtain
valuable and accurate information (Zikmund, 2003). “The long interview can give
us the opportunity to step into the mind of another person, to see and experience
the world as they do themselves, and without a qualitative understanding, we can
know only what the numbers tell us” (McCracken, 1988, p. 9). The in-depth
interview allows the researcher to get a large amount of data from participants
who are experts in their field of work in a relatively short time period. However,
the collaboration of the participants is required in order to get valuable
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information (Lee, 1997). RM professionals in Las Vegas were invited for hour
long interviews. Once the invitations were accepted, appointments were set for
them to take part in the study from September 29 to October 19, 2011. Each
respondent was given the consent form, shown in Appendix A, prior to the
interview. The consent form explains the study and states their participation is
voluntary. All information obtained will be kept anonymous. The researcher
personally carried out all of the interviews to guarantee the results would be
confidential and without bias. During the interview, the respondents’ answers
were recorded.
Study Population
The study focus is casino resorts. Because many of the world’s mega casino
resort properties are in Las Vegas, the target population in this study was defined
as “Las Vegas casino resorts” and the sampling frame as “mega casino resorts in
Las Vegas.” Of the world’s 25 biggest casino resorts, 19 are on the Las Vegas
Strip. They are operated by large companies, such as Caesars Entertainment
Corporation, MGM Resorts International, Las Vegas Sands Corporation, Boyd
Gaming Corporation, and Wynn Resorts Limited (Eadington et al., 2011). As a
result, Las Vegas offers a unique opportunity to study RM for casino resorts. A
total of 13 interviews were conducted. Vice presidents, directors of RM, top RM
practitioners in the major Las Vegas casinos, well-known professionals of
software companies, and academic professors were asked if they would accept
an invitation for an hour long personal interview.
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The city is well known for being innovative and creating leading service
performance in all aspects of hospitality (Eadington et al., 2011). In an attempt to
examine the best practices in RM for the Las Vegas casino resorts, the
researcher looked closely at the organizational structure of the individual
companies to identify and interview the strongest leaders and most talented RM
practitioners. Figure 7 shows an organizational chart of one of largest
companies in Las Vegas that effectively integrates RM into its organization and
reveals people involve in RM. This is the level of professional practitioners
invited to participate in this study.

Figure 7. Organizational chart showing RM professionals: MGM Resorts
International. Adapted from personal communication September 7, 2011.

Selection of interviewees. The goal of the in-depth interview is to collect
concrete information from experts in the field in order to understand the
phenomenon of RM practices in the Las Vegas market, where all five of the
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largest gaming companies in the world operate casino resorts. Thirteen well
known RM experts were included in the study. These interview subjects included
representatives of four out of five of the largest gaming corporations. The 13
participants were not only selected from the major casino resorts in Las Vegas,
focusing on individuals who were basically in charge of setting a sophisticated
RM policy throughout their companies, but also from the well-known RM software
vendors who operate in Las Vegas. The major casino resorts in this study have
been defined as companies, chains, and/or corporations in Las Vegas that have
at least one casino property of 2000 or more rooms. Within those companies,
participants holding positions, such as vice president or director of RM, and/or
top, well-known RM practitioners were asked to participate.
In addition, two professors were invited to participate in this research. The
selected professors are subject matter experts in RM and have been publishing
their research on RM for years.
The 13 structured interviews may not represent all of the Las Vegas casino
resorts, but the participants from the industry and the academy do represent not
only decision-makers on RM policy, but also several decades of combined
expertise in the RM field. Bai, Li, and Myung (2009) report that the number of
participants is not a main concern in qualitative research. The preferred
consideration is the indication of a qualified individual who represents the insight
into the phenomenon.
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Data Collection
Interview questions and development. The interview questions were
created after the literature was reviewed from published and unpublished RM
journal articles, previous related RM research, and books (e.g., Anderson & Xie,
2010; Benvenuti 2011; Cross, 1997; Cullen & Helsel, 2006; Kimes, 2010;
Kuyumcu 2001; Yeoman & McMahon-Beattie, 2011). After the interview
questions were developed, they were not only reviewed and approved by
scholars with expertise in research methodology, but also pretested with three
casino revenue managers in order to ensure the consistency and understanding
of the wording.
The interview questions were separated into three sections. The first and
second sections included closed-ended questions, which are shown in Appendix
B. These two sections investigated participants’ background and perceptions of
the Las Vegas RM-related factors. Closed-ended questions were primarily
adapted from previous RM research and RM journal articles, such as Cullen &
Helsel, 2006; Metters, et al., 2008; and Kimes, 2010 for comparison and to
maintain a level of consistency among the responses. Each question in the
second section was measured by multiple items. Multiple scales were assumed
to be the most reliable and have the highest validity in measurements (Zikmund,
2003). The closed-ended questions were measured on a 7-point Likert scale.
On the 7-point scale, 1 represented “not at all important” or “not at all influential,”
and 7 “extremely important” or “extremely influential.”
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The third section, with open-ended questions, also shown in Appendix B,
explored the utilization of RM practices at the casino resorts through the
experience of participants and expertise of academics in the field. They were
designed to encourage full insight and meaningful answers and allowed the
interviewer to follow up each answer with probes for additional explanation.
Zikmund et al. (2010) reported that when conducting exploratory research, the
open-ended response questions were most beneficial for the research. The
objective of the open-ended questions was to address specific issues in the
research questions related to RM practices in Las Vegas and compare the
findings with results found in the literature review in order to identify new
phenomena.
Analysis Procedure
Qualitative data analysis is “a research for general statements about
relationships among categories of data, and it builds grounded theory” (Lee,
1997, p. 56). Analyzing qualitative data can be overwhelming, and cataloguing
statements to different codes can be difficult. Lee (1997) suggests that utilizing
preliminary studies and literature can be useful for data analysis and coding.
Coding and categorizing should be classified prior to the analysis and adjusted
during the process, Lee writes.
Bryne (2001) writes that qualitative studies are unique and require selective
strategies for analysis. The qualitative data are to be analyzed based on
procedures of identifying, coding, and categorizing patterns found in the data.
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Throughout the 13 interviews in this study, both the closed-ended and openended questions were asked. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the
closed-ended questions while the qualitative analysis method was employed with
the open-ended questions. The answers from the interviews were both recorded
and noted as necessary. These memos were transcribed and analyzed based
on the several procedures recommended by Zikmund et al. (2010). These
procedures are described below.
Reviews and evaluations of the interview memos were performed multiple
times to determine the applicability of findings. In this process, the researcher
scrutinized the answers line-by-line and paragraph-by-paragraph, placed the
responses into similar categories or themes, and assigned the codes. The
researcher also carefully analyzed the transcripts, coded the data, and
categorized the relationships of data. The data were coded and compared within
the individual interview records. Numeric codes were developed during the
analysis to label findings of open-ended questions, such as descriptions of
qualifications or exclusions in RM, in order to assign statements to the
corresponding main categories. Lastly, after categories were coded, themes and
concepts were compared among the interviews. Overall, the procedure took at
least 72 hours to complete. The related information and/ or key findings are
presented in the study using theoretical frameworks to understand the findings.
Reliability
After the data analysis was complete, two of the committee members for this
research reviewed the interview transcripts and notes to ensure that the identified
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categories were appropriate to classify the data and that the interpretations were
trustworthy. This process was designed to ensure the reliability of the
measurements and interpretations of the researcher (Bai et al., 2009). Lee
(1997) explains that “high reliability does not guarantee high validity” (p. 58),
because validity means the research was able to quantify what the researcher
proposed to identify. Thus, validity and reliability should be measured together.
In qualitative research, it can be difficult to replicate the results of the study, as
human behaviors are always changing. This does not mean that a qualitative
approach is less valuable. Instead of trying to obtain the same result, future
researchers should measure reliability by whether or not the findings are logical
and understandable.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Las Vegas has evolved from a gambling town to a resort destination centered
around the mega-resorts, which attract millions of visitors every year (Hendler &
Hendler, 2004). This makes Las Vegas the opportune location for research such
as this. However, there has been limited research about RM in Las Vegas
casino resorts. Much of the RM research literature is more focused on the hotel
industry as a whole, offering mostly statistical concepts but neglecting the
uniqueness of Las Vegas. Those concepts might not necessarily be practical for
the casino resorts’ practitioners.
This exploratory study provides a structure on how the casino resorts in Las
Vegas can best position themselves to attain the most out of the existing RM
strategies. The qualitative data in this study involves data interpretation and is
descriptive. There is no standard concept for reporting qualitative data (Lee,
1997), so readers of this analysis should evaluate the findings intuitively. Lee
writes that data interpretation involves understanding the phenomenon,
developing new thoughts about the findings, and connecting them to the
research questions.
This chapter represents the data analysis and the findings of structured
interviews from the professionals of major Las Vegas casino resorts on their
approach to RM. The analysis and findings were separated into two sections:
findings from closed-ended questions and findings from open-ended questions.
Findings from the first section, the closed-ended questions, were represented in
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descriptive statistics in the form of charts. In the second section, responses from
the open-ended questions were transcribed and coded into categories and into
their related themes and concepts. The related themes and concepts were
created by carefully focusing on relationships and the chain of evidence among
categories. The concepts produced are: “Definition and Perception of RM,”
“Challenges of Casino Resort RM,” “Best RM Practices and Essential Key
Functions for the Casino Resorts,” “RM Performance Indicators,” and “Expected
Skills and Education.” In addition, the Assertions laid out in Chapter 1 were
evaluated.
Findings Based on Closed-Ended Questions
The questions in the closed-ended section were separated into two parts: The
first part consists of interviewees’ job title, level of education, and educational
background. The second part asks about the perceptions of RM-related factors
in the Las Vegas market. This part was divided into the following categories: (1)
the influencing factors that encourage RM evolution in the Las Vegas market, (2)
the essential key functions of RM for the Las Vegas casino resorts, (3) best RM
practices the Las Vegas casino resorts, and (4) the importance of characteristics
for being a successful casino resort revenue manager in Las Vegas.
Demographic Profile of the Interviewees
The author personally interviewed 13 high ranking professionals from the
industry, which is detailed in Figure 8. There were four corporate and property
vice presidents, four directors, two managers, a software provider, and two
academic professors whose research relates to RM in Las Vegas. Two of the
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participants held PhD degrees, three participants had earned master’s degrees,
and eight participants had a bachelor’s degree. The degrees were in hospitality,
business, accounting, finance, engineering, and other subject areas. Some of
the participants held more than one degree. In order to adhere to the
confidentiality agreements and the protection of the research subjects’ identities,
the demographic information presented is limited.
More than half of the interviewed professionals have been working for their
organizations for more than five years, and almost 70% of them have been
working in relation to RM for more than six years, as evidenced in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Participants’ roles in the organization, level of education, and
educational background.
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Figure 9. Number of years worked at respective organizations and years of RM
experience reported by participants.

Factors Leading to RM Evolution in Las Vegas
The interview subjects had similar points of view of having qualified revenue
managers (6.23) when asked about the influencing factors that encouraged RM
evolution in the Las Vegas casino resorts. One interviewee commented: “It takes
some time to find talented individuals.” The second most common responses on
which factors were most influential to RM evolution were economy (5.92),
advanced RM systems (5.69), and market competition (5.62).
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Figure 10. The factors that encouraged RM evolution in the Las Vegas market.

Essential RM Functions
Using a seven-point Likert scale, the interviewees were asked to indicate the
importance of the essential functions of RM for a casino resort in Las Vegas.
The results were not astonishing, as revealed in Figure 11. Based on averages
of the 13 responses, price management (6.38), forecasting demand (6.31), and
inventory management (6.23) had the highest important rates, followed by
performance analysis (6.08), market segmentation (6.00), distribution channel
management (5.92), and market positioning (5.69). One likely explanation is that
the Las Vegas casino resort professionals perceived these functions as the
common RM practices in their operation.
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Figure 11. The essential functions of RM for the Las Vegas casino resorts.

Best Practices in RM for Las Vegas Casino Resorts
Similarly, the interviewees were asked to evaluate the level of importance of
the best practices in RM for the Las Vegas casino resorts. The most important
practices rated, shown in Figure 12, were forecasting demand (6.38), customer
segmentation by valuating customer (6.23), integrating customer-relationships
(6.15), and booking curves (6.08). The participants also felt that utilizing
customer segmentation by looking at shared rooms (3.92) and strategic pricing
by using cost-based pricing (4.31) were less likely to be important to RM in Las
Vegas casino resorts.
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Figure 12. Best RM practices in the Las Vegas casino resorts.

Characteristics of Successful Casino Resort Revenue Managers
Also, using a seven-point Likert scale, the practitioners were asked to specify
the perceived characteristics of successful revenues managers in Las Vegas
casino resorts. The highest important characteristics, shown in Figure 13, were
analytical skills (6.54) and leadership and communication skills (6.00), followed
by technology (5.38), hotel(s) or casino(s) operations background (5.23),
university graduate (5.15), and negotiation skills (5.08). Formal RM education
(4.85) and sales and marketing (4.02) were considered to be less likely to be
important among the characteristics.
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Figure 13. The importance of characteristics for being a successful
casino resort revenue manager in Las Vegas.

Findings Based on Open-Ended Questions
The structured interview data were analyzed and then coded into organized
categories. The assigning codes were mainly developed from research
questions and the related literature, and then classified into categories. The
themes and concepts were created from coding categories and their
relationships to one another. The six open-ended questions were answered by
each interview participant, and Table 16 shows the summary of codes and their
corresponding categories.
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Table 16
The Frequency of Coding Categories and Codes
Coding Categories
Definitions and perceptions of RM

Codes
Tactical function;

Frequency
26

Strategic function
Revenue; Revenue opportunity;

27

Maximize revenue; Profit optimization;
Increase total revenue; Profits;
Finance; Financial goals
Yielding; Supply and demand;

29

Supply and demand management;
Pricing; Rate management;
Distribution channels
Challenges of RM

Organizational structure;

12

Organization and management role;
Communication
Technology; Advanced technology;

19

Advanced RM systems; RM systems;
Sophisticated systems;
CRM
Travel agent; OTA;

4

Third party websites; E-wholesalers
Economy; Recession; Consumer confidence;

20

Market trend; Consumer behavior;
Competition
Skills; Leadership;

21

Qualified RM managers(8); Educated RM;
Operations experience; Casino hotels experience
Best RM practices

Forecast; Forecast demand; Supply;

24

Performance; Forecast accuracy;
Pricing strategy; Rate strategy; Comping Strategy;

20

Discounted price; Competitive pricing; Bid price
Occupancy; Booking pace; Booking curves;

22

Inventory; Thresholds; Overbooking;
Marketing; customer segmentation;

27

Competition; Positioning;
Promotion; Casino Marketing;
OTA-Distribution channels management
RM performance indicators

Occupancy;

20

ADR;

11

RevPAR; RevPAR centric; Total RevPAR;

19

RevPOR;

4

GOPPAR

6

Cash;

1
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Coding Categories

Expected skills and education

Codes

Frequency

ROI

6

EBITDA

10

Mathematics; Interpret data; Motivated in number;

30

Analytical; Analyze; Analysis;
Leadership & Managers experience (8);

17

Communication and negotiation (9);
Business; Economic;

16

Finance;
Operations; Hotels, Casinos experience;

23

Understand casino environment;
Graduate Level; High Education; Master Degree;

19

Reported Definitions and Perceptions of Casino Resort RM
The interviewed practitioners shared the most common response about RM
when asked to define it. Respondents defined the RM for the casino resorts as a
combination of both strategic and tactical functions. RM means identifying
revenue opportunity and properly keeping an eye on fundamentals in supply and
demand. Two of the practitioners defined RM as:
“What is important to be successful in RM is to be very tactical in your
approach. But, if you are not strategic, looking for a longer term, then you
are missing the opportunity. Longer term is a 12-month window, which is
our strategic objective.”
“It is both. Tactical performance, your processes put in place and
system identifying, is also a strategic component as well. We use booking
engines to see how we can maximize our revenue stream and how our
time is spent. Thinking down the road to continue to improve our
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philosophy, and we have a lot of time to decide how to maximize our
revenue.”
The subjects were asked for the definition of RM so that consistent
perceptions could be obtained, leading to more candid answers. Respondents
frequently referred in their comments to RM’s relationship to fields such as profit
optimization; increase total revenue and profit; supply and demand management;
price and rate management; and distribution channels management.
“RM has a very important role in the organization as it is not only used to
identify proper price, identifying revenue opportunities, keeping
fundamentals in supply and demand, but also it is the role of the outside,
front-facing service units and critical to how you manage your own
business.”
“When I went to [another company] and started the system being able
to calculate unconstrained demand, when we started doing that we could
forecast further out and we could use bid pricing and optimization that we
have not been using before to do better pricing overall. Probably in the
last five years what we have been able to do is use some of the other
revenue streams into that and not just look at hotel revenue.”
“Revenue management has to be integrated into distribution, such as
your own direct websites, and you need to know how to value the traffic
that comes to your websites.”
Challenges of RM
One of the most challenging issues for the effectiveness of RM in
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Las Vegas is to have revenue managers with stronger skill sets. Three elements
that can facilitate a strong appetite for revenue management are communication
and leadership skills, casino or hotel operations experience, and strong analytical
skills. The other major challenges are organizational structure and advanced
technology, and the economy and competition. These three challenges were
categorized from answers of interviewed subjects as follows:
Strong skills set needed. Finding a revenue manager that has qualified RM
knowledge for casino resorts in Las Vegas is a major concern for executives
because of the critical nature of the RM role, which is to maximize total profit by
obtaining maximum room occupancy with the most profitable mix of customers
by analyzing, forecasting, and managing casino assets for the company. The
following statements were made during the interviews.
“It is hard to find talented people in this arena, because you really need
people that are willing and can spend a tremendous amount of time
learning this craft. You cannot read a manual. It really takes years of
looking at trends and understanding and projecting trends, and having a
mentor that will take time to explain the decisions we make in RM.”
“I have given up on trying to find qualified people coming out of school
and have to go with just looking within the organization for people who are
strong analytically and then training them.”
“The combination of that process in itself and the communication of
upper level management at the property level are very important. I could
have the best analyst and they think they are ready to be a manager, but if
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I don’t think they can interact on a people skills perspective, I would put
them in a position that fails.”
Organizational structure and advanced technology. Other main concerns
revealed by the interviewed executives are having organizational structure
problems and wishing to have advanced RM systems in place. One comment on
the organizational structure challenge was:
“A lot of managers would say their organizational structure is challenged.
In the field as a whole, it is an impediment to the organizational structure
to the good execution of RM. If you don’t have the right leader who
supports the RM, you won’t get what you should have.”
In addition to the challenge, one high-ranking executive had described the
ideal model of RM organizational structure for a big corporation as shown in
Figure 14.

Figure 14. Ideal model of RM organizational structure for a big corporation.
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The respondent also mentioned that the RM department should have a
centralized format, and the RM department as well as distribution (sales)
department should report to the same person. Thus, RM should not report to
hotel operations or the distribution (sales) department. Interestingly, based on
the interview results, the researcher found another of the mega chain resorts in
Las Vegas has been transitioning RM from a decentralized to a centralized
format, and the new structure will be revealed in the near future.
Advanced technology is one of the main challenges for casinos, because it is
an important tool to support RM. One interviewee commented:
“Technology is a challenge, I think, because it is advancing so rapidly.
There are a lot more ways to sell rooms than there were before: brand
sites, tour operators, and there is a much greater breadth of distributions.”
Additionally, keeping up with technology advancement is a challenge,
especially RM system(s), and the executives also worried about how to move
forward with more confidence with the system, since Las Vegas RM has been
slower in developing and there is a strong need for more talented people. One
director commented:
“The main challenge is keeping the property management in tune with the
system and helping them continually understand that the system is making
the right decision for them. They need to rely on that. We sometimes
have some folks in management that are old school and base their
decision and ways of thinking on supposition rather than the system.”
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Economy and competition challenges. Among the most critical challenges
for being successful in the Las Vegas market are the economy and competition.
Because of the impact of recession, the numbers of travelers, as well as their
spending, have dropped, and this concerned all practitioners. One comment
about the economy was:
“The economy overall has crushed the market as far as being able to
properly yield. Everyone is surviving on the minimum rates. We just
survive even though we have gone more for a strategy of high occupancy
rather than driving RevPAR.”
Best RM Practices
Overall, the interviewed professionals believed that the best RM practices in
the casino resorts are to increase revenue and maximize the bottom line profit for
the organization. Therefore, the common responses to performing the best RM
practices are to have forecast accuracy, proper 4Ps strategies, and effective
inventory allocation.
“The key practice is always reviewing the demand. RM at the core is where
you are only as good as your forecast. If you cannot forecast, then you fall
short on your RM. We do everything around what your supply and demand
is and around all of your modeling and procedures, ensuring that the
information is accurate. We work with highly sophisticated systems. You
will never know for 100% certainty that the output is a very good one. But
we do our best to ensure that the system operates correctly, and that the
input and output are accurate. We also have to look at the oversell ratio.”
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“Most essential is creating the most accurate projection. What does the
future look like if we continue on the same path we are on? When I say
that, I look at October—and I want an accurate picture of what it looks like
now. From a group standpoint, from a casino and transient standpoint,
international wholesale, OTA [online travel agent], I want an accurate
picture so I can make it better. I cannot measure my performance about
how I actually made it looks better if I don’t have a clear projection, and it’s
really important to have a clear picture of that projection.”
“The next part of good revenue management is to identify segments,
making sure that your inventory is going to the right segment, right grade,
and at the right time. We also look at the booking curves, which we have
for the entire year.”
RM Performance Indicators
The findings show that the RM performance indicators used in Las Vegas
casino resorts are quite similar to the non-gaming environment, but to equitably
assess revenue generation in a casino resort, occupancy and RevPAR must be
evaluated at the same time. Moreover, since the Las Vegas casino assets are
unique, many practitioners consider the ROI and EBITDA as important statistics
to evaluate operations as well.
The majority of the interviewed respondents felt that RevPAR, Total RevPAR,
and GOPPAR are the performance measurement of their casinos.
“I define it as a very RevPAR-centric.” “Total RevPAR is the key driver
because that where you try to maximize revenue is RevPAR.”
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“Work on RevPAR and GOPPAR, those are huge indicators for us.”
In fact, the occupancy was considered to be the most common preferred
metric for the Las Vegas casino resorts, because it potentially leads to revenue
opportunities improvement. Norman and Mayer (1997) note that Las Vegas
casino managers prefer to have high resort occupancy over high ADR with low
occupancy because high occupancy fills the property with more potential guests
who may generate revenue in other centers.
“The consideration of why we want higher occupancy is because we build
resorts while everyone else just has hotels; the resorts have other
considerations as assets on the floor. We have over 2,000 slot machines,
hundreds of gaming tables to take into consideration to utilize those
assets, so we cannot have empty rooms not generating revenue. We
don’t have just one restaurant. We have several, so when Las Vegas
builds resorts, we have to have volume to drive revenue or else you will
never be able to get the ROI on the building. Other non-Las Vegas hotels
may only have one restaurant which has 200 seats, and the hotel maybe
will only have 500 rooms, so you now consider the Las Vegas resort with
2,000 rooms and several restaurants at one property, you have an
opportunity here, and with the restaurants and other venues, you have to
fill them to a much higher level to generate all the revenue streams we
need to meet our goals. We look at the best combination of occupancy
and ADR, and to consider one without the other would be silly. You would
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never build an $8 billion complex without taking that into consideration as
well. You would never get the ROI.”
Expected Skills and Education
The subjects shared common opinions when asked to describe their ideal skill
set of a revenue manager. They explained that the ideal revenue manager
should be well educated and skillful in many areas. For example, high education
is important, especially in mathematics, analysis, business, and economics. In
addition, communication and leadership skills are also critical for the job.
“The best education I look for is the concept of economics. If they have a
strong economic background, they get the whole concept of RM. You
have to have strong analytical, communication, leadership skills, all of
those are important. You have to have a well-rounded person, and they
are hard to find.”
“An overall market knowledge is very important: analytical background,
able to communicate to a larger group of executives is important,
convincing someone that his or her opinion is wrong.”
Moreover, hotel or casino operations experience was quickly mentioned,
because the professionals felt that it can take some time to educate someone to
understand the organization, especially in a mega-resort environment.
Knowledge of the volatility of week-to-week trends and of casinos’ segmented
customers, an understanding of the framework, and the ability to effectively
communicate to each department within the organization are beneficial for RM,
and these can only be learned from experience.
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“I came up through the analytical grid so I think it is important, but having a
casino operational background is helpful. So, ideally you need some
operational background and analytical understanding.”
“Not only do they need to be educated and well informed on the job,
but they need to have good people skills. You find someone who is
comfortable working in an introverted way, focusing on making an
informed RM decision, then they have to be able to come out from behind
the desk and speak to people like me about the decisions they made and
work collaboratively with me.”
“You are only as smart as your weakest competitor. Markets are
dragged down by aggressive pricing, discounting. Really the trick is to
have smart forces in play. If everyone had a stronger skill set for every
major perspective, we wouldn’t need to discount these days, especially
like a market in Las Vegas.”
Assertions Tests
The study assertions were examined as follows:
Assertion 1: The essential key functions for RM practices in both traditional
hotels and casino resorts are alike; however, the statistics used for the financial
measurement of RM performance are different. Assertion 1 is substantiated.
The results from interviewed executives indicated that both the hotel industry in
general and the Las Vegas casino resorts adopted forecast accuracy, 4Ps
strategies, and strategic inventory allocation to be the crucial key functions for
RM. However, the main RM performance indicators for casino resorts are
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occupancy (high), RevPAR or Total RevPAR, and ROI or EBITDA. In fact,
occupancy and RevPAR must be evaluated as the same time, because the
valuation of casino guests must be considered.
Assertion 2: Factors that play an important role in the success of RM in Las
Vegas include advanced RM systems, strategic forecasting, 4Ps strategies, and
the RM knowledge of managers. Assertion 2 is critical because the results from
the interviews illustrated that the factors that play an important role in the
success of RM in the Las Vegas environment are organizational structure,
qualified RM managers who understand advanced technology, and the economy,
which includes market trends and competition.
Assertion 3: Desired skill sets for a revenue manager include analytical skills,
hotels/casinos operations background, leadership skills, and a university degree.
The revealed results from the executives were very interesting. The casino
resorts in Las Vegas desperately need more talented, well-rounded people who
have strong analytical skills, communication and leadership skills, higher
education, and casino resort(s) experience.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Summary of the Study
The overall goal of this study is to examine, identify, and establish the
importance of RM practices in Las Vegas casino resorts, with two purposes in
mind. The first is to review the principles of RM in order to understand the rules
comprehensibly and know how to successfully adapt them to best fit in the
casinos’ environment. The second is to discover the underlying dimensions of
successful practical implementation of RM and to explore casinos’ perceived
challenges of RM. A potential target population of 15 high-ranking professionals
who work in RM in Las Vegas was contacted and asked to participate. Thirteen
professionals accepted the invitation and participated in the study. The results
demonstrate that the present study possibly makes an important contribution to
the understanding and knowledge of the best RM practices in Las Vegas casino
resorts.
RM practices and activities in Las Vegas casino resorts have been
developing rapidly over the past several years. Major casino organizations apply
RM to construct a framework to improve future sustainability of revenue
opportunities. Unlike the hotel industry as a whole, RM for Las Vegas casino
resorts has been developed more slowly by the practitioners but in a diverse
way. One practitioner commented:
“Five years ago, it wasn’t rocket science. We could open up channels and
we could run 99% and we needed to maximize revenue, but it wasn’t
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nearly as comprehensive a process as it has become in this more difficult
economic time. Las Vegas was so highly successful, and the demand
exceeded supply for so long.”
Based on the interview results, Table 17 summarizes the key findings of this
study. RM implementation in Las Vegas casino resorts has been developing
significantly because of adverse external conditions such as the recession and
high competition from over-expansion of the supply. At the beginning of the
interviews, each subject was asked to define RM in his/her casino(s). The
majority of the subjects had the same responses: That RM in their perspective
was a combination of both strategic and tactical approaches. Without both, RM
practitioners are missing opportunities to maximize revenue.
In order to find out what the differences between RM in traditional hotels and
in casino resorts are, the researcher summarized the set of common statistics
used in the hotel industry to compare with findings from the interviews. The
results showed that one of the most important financial measurements of RM
performance in casino resorts is occupancy. The casino practitioners believe
and have proved that in Las Vegas, the properties are better run with high
occupancy because of the assets on the floor. In conjunction to running high
occupancy in casinos, RevPAR, Total RevPAR, ROI, and EBITDA are important
indicators. Some executives suggested that occupancy, RevPAR and Total
RevPAR should be evaluated at the same time, because the executives think
that if their rates go too low in some segments, this could potentially diminish
their image. Oftentimes, running high occupancy is a risk if the practitioners fail
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to allocate the inventories to the right segment of customers. In order to be
successful in the business, the essential key functions for RM practices must be
vigilantly performed.

Table 17
The Summary of the Key Findings of This Study
The differences between RM in traditional hotels and in casino resorts; and the status quo of RM
implementation in the Las Vegas casinos.
Traditional hotels
Las Vegas casino resorts
Financial measurement of RM performance

Financial measurement of RM performance

GOPPAR

Occupancy (high)

RevPAR & Total RevPAR

RevPAR & Total RevPAR

ADR

ROI & EBITDA

Essential key functions for RM practices

Essential key functions for RM practices

Forecasting demand

Forecasting demand

Pricing & inventory management

Customer segmentation

Market segmentation
Distribution channels management
RM evaluation

Customer valuation
Strategic pricing
Customer-centric pricing
Competitor(s) & inventory-based pricing
Bid price
Booking curves
Integrating customer-relationships

The critical criteria and the factors play an important role in the success for RM in Las Vegas.
Economy
Industry trend & competition
Organizational structure
Advanced technology
Having qualified revenue managers
The important skill sets and education for being a successful revenue manager, especially for the Las
Vegas casino resorts.
Analytical skills
Leadership skills
Communication skills
High education
Analysis & statistic
Economic
Business
Hotel or casino operations experience
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Not surprisingly, the researcher found that the essential key functions for RM
practices for both traditional hotel and casino resorts are similar. The foundation
of best RM practices includes effectively forecasting demand, pricing and
allocating inventory, segmenting the market and customers, managing
distribution, and evaluating RM. These functions were also covered in the
literature review of this study. However, for the gaming industry, especially for
Las Vegas casino resorts, customer segmentation is the key. The resorts pay
much more attention to customer valuation, because longer-staying guests may
not necessarily yield higher gaming value or overall revenue if the managers
failed to allocate rooms to the right segments. Table 9 explains the best sample
scenarios for customer valuation, and Table 15 shows the customer
segmentation scheme. Besides, when allocating room inventory to each
segment, revenue managers also look at the booking curves, which show the
cumulative demand for rooms from the segmented customers within booking
windows from one-month to 12-month periods.
The present study also found that strategic pricing in the Las Vegas gaming
industry differed from the hotel industry. It was critical to consider competitors
and inventory-based pricings. It was strongly recommended to consider bid price
when trying to effectively allocate inventory to the right customer segment in
order to yield the highest revenue possible. As can be seen in Table 11, profitbased bid price decision by segment is one of the important key functions for
strategic pricing in casino resorts.
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Integrating customer relationships for gaming resorts is crucial, because it
creates lifetime value for the business. Major companies, such as MGM Resorts
International and Caesars Entertainment, integrate customer relationships by
encouraging them to apply for a membership. With this method, the company
systems can track booking data and spending behavior. Because the data are
targeted to customers with membership program, the resorts are able to quickly
respond to target customers for marketing initiatives after evaluating their value.
The factors that play an important role in the success for RM in Las Vegas
recognized by casino professionals are economy, industry trends and
competition, organizational structure, advanced RM technology, and qualified
revenue managers. Economy, industry trends, and competition are common
knowledge and a foundation of RM that practitioners have to exercise reasonably
in order to benchmark and identify outstanding performance as well as to
compete in the market. Also, advanced technology, such as RM systems, brand
sites, and CRM, are important factors that enhance the success in RM.
Nevertheless, the interesting findings on concerns with organizational
structure and having qualified RM practitioners are worth noting. The executives
revealed that the effective RM organizational structure must be a centralized
format and the RM department should report to the right leader that supports RM
in order to avoid confusion in the strategy. One of the high-ranking executives
described the ideal model of RM organizational structure for a mega resort
company, shown in Figure 14.
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Another factor that plays an important role in the success of RM in Las Vegas
is to have qualified revenue practitioners. The executives perceived that it was a
challenge to find someone who is talented and has the combination of knowledge
of RM and the casino business.
In addition to a major challenge of not having enough qualified RM
practitioners in Las Vegas, the professionals in this study revealed the important
skill sets and education needed for being a successful revenue manager:
Candidates must have strong analytical, leadership, and communication skills.
They also look for highly educated people in analysis, statistics, economics, or
the business field, but the preferred ideal candidates should have casino or hotel
operations experience. As can be seen in Table 12, 13, and 14, the summaries
of job requirements for the RM positions were very much related to the findings
from the interviews.
Direct Observation of the Researcher
One method that the researcher used to gather exclusive information for this
study is personal direct observation. The direct observation comes through the
researcher’s experience of nearly 10 years in the hotel and restaurant industry.
Combining this with observations of almost two years on site in one of the major
casino resorts in Las Vegas, the researcher’s findings are as follows.
RM with room division department. As part of the intensive study of RM,
the researcher found that RM practices are much more than to just identify price
and keep fundamentals in supply and demand of the RM department. RM
information should be extended to the Room Division Department (RDD). RDD
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generates about the highest revenue for the resort. However, this department
has a high potential of loss, because the managers, assistant managers, and
duty managers may lack knowledge of RM. For example, when the researcher
asked some of the supervisors about basic knowledge of RM, such as ADR,
RevPAR, direct bookings, wholesale bookings, and third party bookings, they
had little or limited knowledge of RM.
Based on the results the researcher encountered, no standard practices were
found in terms of capacity allocation, identifying valued customers per segment,
and potential free upgrade knowledge for the supervisors in the RDD. The
supervisors mainly learn about RM from their limited exposure at work. One
director noted that many line managers usually lacked a college level education:
“I think that they don’t fully understand revenue. They might look at the report
and think that numbers look good, but they don’t really know the science behind
those numbers.”
Limitation of This Study
The results of this research must be measured with regard to the inherent
limitations. The study used a qualitative approach to examine, identify, and
establish the importance of RM practices in the Las Vegas casino resorts. The
qualitative method was undertaken because of the lack of previous research on
the Las Vegas RM phenomenon. This exploratory study enhanced a deeper
perception of the casino resort professionals’ knowledge of acceptance,
understanding, and best use of RM practices.
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External validity can be a challenge for a qualitative study. The predicted
responses in the study’s Assertions were from the researcher’s purpose to
estimate the outcomes from the random samples to the whole target population.
The interviewed subjects and target sample for this study were chosen according
to the purpose of the research. The focus of this research is to examine RM
practice in Las Vegas casino resorts, thus the findings are specific to the Las
Vegas market and cannot be generalized to the hotel industry as a whole.
The other limitations in this study include that its results can only be applied to
specific areas of casino resorts. Also, the variability found in others studies may
change the results drastically. Replication of the study may be difficult, because
the study’s results were based on interviews. Different subjects may have
different points of view, and the same subjects may respond differently over time.
In qualitative research, there is always a limitation in interviewing human
subjects. Answers will always be from their perspective, and subjects might
conceal or shift the answers when they touch on proprietary information. In
addition, to reach the research’s purposes and accomplish the bottom line
answers, this study used both closed-ended questions and open-ended
questions. The results from both types of questions were utilized to confirm the
credibility of the responses.
Recommendations for Future Study
These days, RM is a popular topic in the hospitality industry as a whole.
However, RM in the casino resort side, especially in Las Vegas, has been slower
to develop than the broader hotel resort environment. Because of externalities
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such as the recession, many professionals have now realized that having proper
practices in RM can potentially help increase the effectiveness of 4Ps strategies,
revenue, and profits. As a result, Las Vegas casino resorts have begun to pay
attention to RM. In addition, over-expansion on the Las Vegas Strip has
increased competition (Gu, 2001), causing the major organizations to put more
emphasis on RM practices and to invest in both human knowledge and new
technologies. Future RM-related research of Las Vegas casino resorts should
attempt not only to examine theoretical forms, but also to significantly validate the
future sustainability of all revenue streams and benefits of RM in the casino
resort environment.
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